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THE CONSISTENCY OF NONLINEAR 
REGRESSION MINIMIZING LP-NORM

Seung Hoe Choi and Kyung Ok Park

Abstract* In this paper we provide sufficient conditions which
ensure the strong consistency of Lp-norm estimation in nonlinear re
gression model when the probability distribution of the errors term
is symmetric about zero. The least absolute deviation and least
square estimation are discussed as special cases of the proposed 
estimation.

1. Introduction

We consider in this paper the following nonlinear regression model 

既=/(a",°。)+ §, t = 1,2,■■- ,n, (1.1)

where xt ET is an independent and identically distributed(i i.d.) ran
dom variable, f : x Rq —> B is a continuous function, the pa
rameter vector 6O which is interior point of the parameter space 0 C 
R? is unknown and to be estimated, and the unobservable errors et 
are i.i.d.random variables with continuous probability density function 

and E\c\p < <x).
The Lp-norm estimation of the true parameter 6O based on 

denoted by 0pn, is a vecto호 which minimizes the objective function

跖泌)=一既—/(%0)|P, (1-2)
n t=l

for 1 < p < co. Modifying (1.2), we get another objective function of 
the Lp-norm estimation

n
Qpn(伊)=-E{隘-f(xt, 0)|P - \yt - f(xt, 0°)|P}.
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The asymptotic results of nonlinear Li-norm and Z/2-norm estimation 
are given by various authors. The asymptotic behavior of Least Ab
solute Deviation(LAD) estimation (p = 1) in the nonlinear regression 
models was proved by Oberhor(1982). The existence, strong consis
tency and asymptotic normality of the nonlinear Least Square (LS) es
timation p — 2 were given by various authors: Jennrich(1969) and 
Wu(1981) among them. Optimal properties and asymptotic properties 
of the Lp-norm estimation in linear regression models was proposed by 
Nyquist(1983).

The main purpose of this paper is to p호ovide simple sufficient con
ditions for strong consistency of nonlinear Lp-norm estimation by im
posing some conditions on input vectors xt and error terms et when p 
is an element of the natural number.

2. Strong consistency

Let (r, A, P) be probability space on RV1 and H be a common distri
bution function of input vector xt. To simplify the notation, we denote

'd d

01 애)q J (gxi)

and
「 淨 

▽")=液严

Throughout this paper, we will use the following assumptions;

Assumption A
A± . The parameter space 0 is a compact subspace of Rq.
厶2 : is continuous on T x © fo호 each t.
厶3 : 9(%) is symmetric and strictly positive at zero.
A4 : xt is bounded in probability, i.e.,for every ?; > 0 there exists 

such that P{\xt\ > M^} V rj.

First we consider the uniform convergence of the another objective 
function Qpn(0).
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Lemma 2 1. Suppose that Ai — in Assumption A are satisfied 
on the model (1.1). Then we have

\Qpn(0) 一 E{Qpn(幻}I = Op(l),

where op(l) stands for convergence in probability.

Proof. From the fact |씨"一|이，< 2이，u一 祈卩 + (2，一 1)|이% we obtain

n
10郴)1 < 打£¥蚀(毗 + (2》一1)1히七 

71 t=l

where 4(。) = 了(外&、) 一了(工權、). Let X") = 2이必泌)俨 +(頒一1)|히p. 
Using the Holder^ inequality, we get

|Xt(0)| V2P||Wt(伊)||P|伤 一이F + l티P,

where||.|| denote Eu이idian norm and 0* = X0O + (1 — 시0,0 < A < 1. 
On the other hand, Chebyshev's inequality gives

max VarXt(0)
P{\QPn(0) - E{Spn(e)}\ >e}< 즈으云涇---- .

Moreover, the boundedness of VarXt(9) follows from Assumption A. 
Hence the proof is completed.

For the strong consistency of the nonlinear Lp-norm estimation, we 
need the additional assumption

Assumption B
Bi : P(x € r . /(x,0i)尹 /(x,02)} > 0 for each 色,。2 £ 寸二皈
Bz * Vn(^o) = converges to a positive defi

nite matrix
V(0O) as n oo.

The main result of this paper is the following theorem which provides 
sufficient conditions for the strong consistency of Lp-norm estimation 
in the nonlinear model (1.1).
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Assumptions A and B axe satisfied on 
the model ('Ll). Then the nonlinear Lp-norm estimation 0pn defined 
in (1.2) is strongly consistent for 6O,

proof. Kim and Choi(1995) and Wu(1981) proved for the case LAD(p 
=1) and LS(p = 2) estimation respectively. Here we only consider the 
case 1 < p < oo,0 / 2. It suffices to show that

(i) Qp(0) = lim has a unique minimizer 0O on 0,

(ii) The local minimizer 0o is indeed the global minimizer,
(iii) The Lp-norm estimation Opn belongs to M(°) = {。： 11° 一 QJI < 

方}.

For the first aim, let C and D denote the set of an even number and 
an odd number respectively. If d") > 0, note that

£ (：) L시旳g(시d人, if pec,

pp / \ /*
珈+ "|P 시시P] = , £ (；) {2匕

*oo p
对f야渺) 一 / 시’W) 

dt{e) JrS=1 、

+ / 2시細；泌)肉(시d入, if peD.

(2.1)

Let Up(0、) = lim 次(9) In the case of p € C, by simple calcula-n—>oo l
tion we have

= lim 二^
n-나8 71 人Hg(入)衫人Vft(l),

and

▽勒任。) = lim 二으 
n—>oo 77,

人 PTg(시 d人 E72 无 (仇)

+ 20(0 - 1) 
n

Ap-29(A)dAV/t(0o)VT/t(0o) .
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Using a similar method, in the case of p € D we get

▽q風)=li n-

ooq
入PTg。”入▽■侖（优）,

and

+

▽幻洲。)=lim e
n-i-oo n

+£）시- 以시‘"▽"（財

p(p 一 1)
n

co

Then, by means of the above formula and the assumptions A3 and B2 
we have that VUp0» = 0 and the Hessan matrix V2t7p(^o) is positive 
definite. Hence, Up{0} attains a local minimizer at 0o.

Consider 0 e N?(时 = {0 : |||0 — 0O|| > 6} for 난le second purpose. 
Due to(丸(0) > 0 and Assumptions A3 there exist positive constant 
77, & and & such that

(i) 0 < 7)< < s<p,
(ii) g(x) is positive on [&,&].

Thus, we have 

EQ ]产財誑)g(X)dX >

>

where p E C. On the other hand, in the case of p G D we know that 
E€\\X + dt(6)\p — \X\P] equal to

4 £(：)广 + e(；)r ]比磚伽 &(시 -p-sec *)"(。)p-seD ')J

+ 2 / Xpg(X)dX
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Since A) = + Ap > 0 on [―必(0)“爲渺)],we get

广0
E』入 + dt(e)\P - I시P] > 2 / «(0) + 入P)g(시d入

J—dt^O)
> 2 广盛泌) +사为(시 >0,

where 0 V & V & V dt(0). Likewise if dt(0) > 0, we have the similar 
result. Therefore,

Up泌) > 腴彦 (：) 匕 "여(物(시衫入 > 0.

Now, we have to consider the last aim. According to above result we 
get

UP(L) V inf UM，

Because

\up{epn)-up{eo}\

< \Up(6pn) 一 Qpn(^pn) \ + \Qpn[Ppn) — Qpn(Po)\ + \Qpn(fio)— 〃卩(。0)|,

by means of Lemma 2 1, we obtain with probability greater than 
1一〃 .

Up(&m) < UP(0O) + e< 轮聽佝Up(0) + e.

The proof follows the following fact

Qp(0) = [ [ {|A + d泌)1" 一 I시P}dG(시次日(时.

J Rm Jr

Remark 2.1. If p is 나ie element of B\N we require the supplemen
tary assumption:

the density function g[x) is a monotone decreasing on R+.
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